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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHOD

This chapter is consists of Type of Research, Unit of Analysis, Source of

Data, Technique of Data Collection and Technique of Data Analysis.

3.1 Type of Research

The writer used descriptive qualitative for the type of research. According

to Endraswara (2003 : 7), descriptive qualitative is the method which is done

descriptively, it means that the explanation is in the form of words or picture if

needed, but not numeral form. Therefore, the writer used structural and

psychology approach. The structural approach was used to identify specific

descriptions, conflicts, and settings of the main character in the story. The

psychology approach was used to identify the causes and effect of trauma that

suffered by the main character and became the main issue of the story.

3.2 Unit of Analysis

Units of analysis were divided into two terms. Those were intrinsic and

extrinsic elements. The intrinsic element describes the specific descriptions of

the main character, conflicts experienced by the main character, and settings

which pictured in novel Shutter Island by Dennis Lehane. Moreover, the extrinsic

element described the causes and effect of trauma which suffered by the main

character.

3.3 Source of Data

In this research, the writer used Shutter Island novel by Dennis Lehane as

the main or primary data. This mystery suspense novel had 414 pages. Moreover,

the novel first released in Great Britain on 2013 by Bantam press. The writer also

used other references like text books related to trauma. Furthermore, websites

was used to search others sources that probably hard to define which related to

this research.
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3.4 Technique of Data Collection

1. Close reading the novel and sorting the data dealing with the units of

analysis.

2. Identifying the specific descriptions, conflicts, settings, and the causes

and effect of trauma suffered by the main character.

3. Tabulating the data consisting of quotation, classification, context and

pages.

4. Searching any references from textbooks and websites

5. Presenting the data analysis.

3.5 Technique of Data Analysis

The writer used two approaches on technique of data analysis. Those

were structural and psychological approaches. The writer used structural

approach for the writer to analyze the character structure of the main character.

In the result, the writer focused on specific descriptions, conflicts, and settings in

the novel. Based on http://www.shmoop.com/structuralism/, the structural

approach is approach that always identifying and analyzing the structures that

underlie all cultural phenomena in a detail part of structure. Many structuralists

believe that there is always a pattern of structures which can be found in all

literary works. The function of this approach is to identify the structures of the

literary work so the writer used this approach to analyze specific descriptions,

conflicts and settings on the novel Shutter Island by Dennis Lehane.

Besides, the writer used psychological approach to described the causes

and effect of trauma that suffered by the main character. According to Norman N,

Holland in his website on

http://www.ap.krakow.pl/nkja/literature/theory/psychoanalysis_in_literature.ht

m, psychological approach is a theory about the mind and behavior which

associated with the book. The mind and behavior are addressed on three targets.

Those are the authors, the readers/audiences, and some character represented
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in the text. The purpose of this approach is to understand mind and behavior of

those three targets related with the book. Therefore, the writer used the

psychological approach to analyze mind and behavior of the main character

through identifying the causes and effect of trauma that suffered by the main

character.
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